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Introduction: Increase Your 
Impact and ROI

As a trade show planner, you are responsible for one of the 
largest strategic business development and lead  generation 
channels for your organization. 
 
No matter the organization size, events represent one of the 
largest line items in a marketing programs budget.

Events are a Key Marketing Activity

Despite the success of events, most trade show marketers are 
only scratching the surface of the possible ROI—both for 
themselves and their organizations. 
 
The key problem lies in the widespread inability to capture, 
track, and maximize the financial return of the dollars invested. 

Events represent 24% of a 
corporation’s average B2B 

marketing program 
budget1

74% of marketers agree 
that events were their most 

important demand 
generation tactic1

24% 74%

“Companies that are able to track and 
measure multiple program metrics 
across technologies can justify 
investment by showing the true value 
of an event.” 
 
- Sirius Decisions Senior Research Director, Julian Archer2

Stakeholder Satisfaction is Not the Only Effective Measure of 
Event Success   

In order to clearly demonstrate the ROI of your events, you 
must clearly show key stakeholders how your decisions of what 
events to attend, as well as the strategies deployed at those 
events, result in new opportunities and closed/won business.  
 
Unfortunately, most planners do not have appropriate KPIs in 
place nor the technology and mechanisms to measure  those 
KPIs.
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Satisfaction is the Top Event KPI

Most event planners say that key stakeholder satisfaction is their 
top event KPI.  
 
While qualitative feedback can provide some insight into the 
success of your events, you must elevate your strategies to clearly 
demonstrate financial return if you are to maximize the impact of 
your events (and get recognized for your efforts).  
 
This eBook will show you how. 
 
We’ll cover the full spectrum of consideration—from planning, to 
the big day, to reporting to executives. 
 
The recommendations will not only help you execute higher 
impact trade shows with less headache but also help you 
clearly demonstrate the impact of your efforts.

Cvent’s Event 
Evolution Model
Benchmark your program’s current 
state in our interactive assessment

https://explore.cvent.com/c/cvent-s-event-evolut?x=Bqa4pm&i_cid=asset_ec_na_Events_You_Attend_H2_Accelerator


Strategy & Goals

This is why, before we move to the tactical execution of our 
events, we must first establish our  key performance  indicators 
(KPIs). 
 
As we’ve discussed, most planners prioritize key stakeholder 
satisfaction over contribution to revenue  as their primary 
indicator of event success. 
 
While feedback from your team is useful, it lacks objectivity.  
 
Taking your program (and impact) to the next level means 
harnessing quantitative data, in concert with qualitative  
feedback, to clearly understand what is working and why, as well 
as how to optimize.  
 

“What gets measured, gets managed” 
goes the adage from legendary author 
and management consultant Peter 
Drucker.3

We recommend that organizations consider 6 critical KPIs 
(listed on the next page), as well as track and  manage as many 
as possible so that they have a 360-degree view of their event. 
 
These 6 KPIs will help you understand how each event 
contributes to your goals,  as well as how to optimize your 
overall event mix.
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The 6 Critical Event KPIs

1. Total number of appointments 
demonstrates the effectiveness of 
your pre-event marketing activities, 
sales team’s effectiveness, and 
overall messaging and event strategy. 
Using a tool like Cvent’s Universal 
Appointments makes the number of  
appointments you set, as well as the 
number of appointments attended, 
streamlined and simple.

2. Booth Check-ins provide 
insight into your booth and sales team 
effectiveness. When comparing total 
check-ins to qualified leads, it will also 
help you understand the quality of the 
show’s attendee pool. Using a tool like 
Cvent’s Universal LeadCapture will 
ensure all leads are tracked, logged, and 
transferred directly to your CRM and 
marketing automation platform.

3. Qualified Leads provide insight  
into the quality of the overall trade 
show attendees and are the first step in 
determining overall ROI.

Pro Tip:
Program your key qualification questions 
into your Universal LeadCapture tool to 
ensure consistency and that the hottest 
leads receive immediate attention.
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4. Opportunities and pipeline 
generated provide you insight into the 
business potential of the contacts made 
as well as the effectiveness of your follow-
up. Make sure your event management 
solutions are integrated with your CRM 
and marketing automation platforms 
(more on this in a bit) for clear attribution.

5. Revenue generated demonstrates 
the quality of your opportunities and the 
top-line financial impact of the events. It’s 
critical to track revenue generated so that 
you can measure ROI.

6. Return-on-investment is the 
cost of your event compared to the 
revenue generated. You may also choose 
to include qualitative insights in your 
reports (quotes from sales team) to help 
paint a picture of softer ROI—such as 
brand awareness.

Tracking and reporting on all six of these KPIs, in addition to qualitative insights from your team, will give you a clear and comprehensive 
view of the effectiveness of your events. It will also allow you to better prove the value of your programs (and demonstrate your 
personal impact). 
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Technology Integrations

As we’ll explore in the Postshow Follow-Up section of this eBook, 
realizing the full ROI of your trade shows means ensuring fast 
follow-up with leads.  
 
Your event tech stack, as well as its effective integration, is the 
single largest determiner in your ability to capture, follow-up with, 
and effectively nurture the largest number of leads possible.  
 
Additional benefits include the following: 

• Segmentation and lead development
• ROI tracking and reporting

“Effective event measurement requires 
the coordinated use of multiple 
technologies to form a comprehensive 
event technology stack.”

- Sirius Decisions4

Trade Show Leads 1000

40%

50%

20%

Sales Qualified Leads 

Opportunities 

Closed / Won Opportunities

Deals from Trade Show

1200

45%

55%

25%

+20%

+5%

+5%

+5%

$400K

The Impact of 
Integrations on 
Your Sales Funnel
Companies that integrate 
their event management, 
marketing, and sales 
technologies see an 85% 
increase in revenue versus 
those with disconnected 
technology.

BASELINE: 
NO INTEGRATIONS INTEGRATIONS

40
Revenue Impact $740K

74

   
Difference with Integration:      +34 Deals       +$340K in Revenue

• Lead prioritization
• Evaluating and optimizing your event mix
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Key Trade Show Technology Integrations

When analyzing your tech stack and integrations, it’s critical to 
invest in and integrate platforms that support key sales and 
marketing activities — scheduling, promotion, follow-up, etc. —
for pre-, during-, and post-show activities.  
 

T E C H N O L O G Y K E Y  F U N C T I O N S  & B E N E F I T S 

Customer Relationship  
Management (CRM)

Key hub for all customer data. Allows for effective 
tracking and follow-up. 

Event Management Platform Manage budgets, resources, reporting, content,  
and beyond.

LeadCapture Tool A consistent lead capture tool that is used at all of your 
events. Ensures all leads are captured and tracked.

Appointment-Setting Tool Single tool to set and manage appointments. Drastically 
reduces administration and increases lead volumes.

Marketing Automation 
Platform (MAP)

Automates key marketing activities. Allows personalized, 
relevant nurture. Increases opportunities and revenue.

Minimum Recommended Event Technologies

We have found that the following are the essentials to effectively 
plan, manage, and track key activities.
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Key System Integrations

The reality is that there is no one-size-fits-all integration strategy. 
Your needs will be nuanced and will vary depending on your 
tech stack and system architecture. We have outlined some key 
benefits of specific integrations below.  
 
1. Event Management Platform 
Integrates with CRM and MAP for seamless  follow-up, a holistic 
view of contact activity across events and marketing activities, 
and  lead scoring and nurture. 
 
2. Appointment Setting 
Integrates with CRM and MAP to update lead scoring when 
appointments are created and attended, as well as to create a 
universal view of notes and qualification information. 
 
3. Lead Retrieval Tool 
Captures leads as well as notes and qualification information. 
Quickly share digital documents and marketing materials with 
attendees. The tool integrates with CRM and MAP for automatic 
lead upload, a holistic view of contact activity across events and 
marketing activities, and automatic follow-up and nurture. 
 
4. Customer Relationship Management 
All data from all tools should flow to your CRM to create a 
single source of truth for follow-up, lead  scoring, and revenue 
attribution. 
 
5. Marketing Automation Platform 
Integrates with CRM. Via CRM integration, the marketing 
automation platform receives the data from all key activities. This 
gives you a holistic view of individual buyer journeys and allows 
you to create personalized and highly relevant  nurture programs.



Preshow Appointment-Setting 
Strategy

While most planning strategies focus on what happens the day 
of an event, the reality is that a huge predictor of your success is 
your preshow appointment-setting strategy. 
 
Consider the following: The average trade show has hundreds of 
exhibitors, and attendees don’t have time to visit every booth. 
 
This means that, on the day of your event, you are competing 
against so many others for only a couple of drop-in activities. 
 

To maximize your effectiveness, you should be on their 
list before they enter the show. That’s where Universal 
Appointments comes in. 
 
We’ll now show you how to create a high-impact preshow 
appointment-setting strategy that maximizes the return on 
your dollars and your time.
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How to Create a High-Impact Preshow Appointment-Setting 
Campaign 
 
1. Identify your ideal persona. 
What kind of people do you want to meet at this show? Be 
specific about who they are and how your company can 
solve their needs. Using a specific persona allows you to craft 
messages that maximize the number of appointments you set.

 
2. Identify space requirements. 
Do you need a separate meeting room? Make sure to ID these 
requirements for both your sales and executive teams.

 
3. Use a dedicated appointment-setting tool and 
consistent process. 
On average, it takes 8.0179 e-mails to schedule a meeting.5  
When scheduling dozens of  appointments per show, the 
administration can quickly become a full-time job—time 
that could be spent on high-value strategic activities. Tools 
like Cvent’s Universal Appointment Setting automate and 
streamline the process.

 

4. Use a multichannel approach. 
Work with sales and marketing to build a multichannel outreach 
approach that includes e-mail, phone, LinkedIn, and messaging 
directly through the event app.

 
5. Schedule appointments at odd times. 
People are less likely to forget them if you schedule one at 
say...10:35.

6. Use a single source of truth to manage notes and 
appointments. 
Tools like Cvent’s Universal Appointment Setting sync with 
your sales and executive team’s calendars so that you are certain 
your team is busy (but not too busy). It will also feed all key data 
directly to your CRM and MAP. 
 
Using the above 6 tactics, you’ll maximize success with 
attendees who plan their schedules ahead of time. Next, 
it’s time to optimize your on-site presence to maximize 
engagement and capture attention from attendees the day of.
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Booth Strategy

In a sea of booths, your ability to stand out and engage 
attendees is one of the key factors separating success from 
failure. 
 
It will not only help you become the booth of choice for the 
coveted drop-in booth opportunities but will also help  you 
extend the length of your meetings. Using these principles, you’ll 
encourage prospects to visit more often and stay longer, and 
you will dramatically increase your ROI. 
 
The 6 Principles of High-Impact Booth Design 
 
1. Be Clear. A big reason trade show attendees attend trade 
shows is to view new products. They have goals and problems 
and are looking for solutions. It is important to clearly tell people 
what you do and how you help so that they know they should 
stop and pay attention. 
 
2. Be Different. In a world where attendees visit only 14% of 
all booths, standing out and making an impact are the difference 
between driving traffic in droves and blending in with all the rest. 
Exhibitors agree: A study found that an eye-catching stand is the 
most effective method for attracting trade show attendees.6 
 
3. Use a Theme. In a crowded marketplace, using a 
theme throughout your communications makes you easier 
to remember. As a best practice, choose a theme that helps 
attendees solve a problem or achieve a goal in the form of a 
simple promise. Then apply that theme at your booth, in your 
event literature, swag, and at off-site VIP events. 
 

4. Use storytelling. Stories are human beings’ oldest form of 
communication. Myths and stories have been at the root of every 
culture since the beginning of recorded history. The reason for 
this is that stories allow us to experience things without actually 
experiencing them. One study found that standard presentations 
(i.e. rattling off features and benefits) only activate the language 
center of the brain. We hear, but we don’t listen. However, many 
more parts of our brain are stimulated when we’re told a story, 
including those that are active when experiencing a real event.7  
When we use a story to sell, we help people experience the new 
world they’ll create when they invest in our products and services. 
 
5. Create a temporary workspace. As we’ve discussed, 
the average attendee doesn’t spend much time at any one booth. 
By turning your booth into a temporary workspace versus a 
3D ad—think amenities such as phone chargers, filtered water, 
comfortable seating areas, and friendly reps—you’ll extend that 
time and your conversation. 
 
6. Have a Call to Action. Don’t leave attendees guessing as 
to how they should interact with you. Have a clear call to action to 
ensure there is a next step.
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On-Site

Appointments are set. The booth is ready. The next step in 
creating your ultimate trade show strategy is to transform 
attention into opportunity. 
 
Critical to this process is having a well-honed on-site engagement 

strategy—which largely means training and equipping your staff. 
 
From millions of interactions at trade shows, we’ve honed the 
following set of on-site best practices to help you get the most 
out of them.

The Ultimate 
Booth Interaction 

Strategy

1. Get out into traffic  
Instead of having your team members  stand behind your booth, 

get them out into traffic. The key is to encourage your team to be 
friendly but not forceful,  available but not pushy. 

2. Smile! 
You never get a second chance to make a great 
first impression. First impressions are formed in an 
instant—in fact, it takes just a tenth of a second to 
form an impression of a stranger when looking at 
his or her face. Make sure your team smiles! People 
will have no choice but to smile back. 

3. Start a conversation
Once you’ve captured attention by being out in traffic 
with a smile, start a conversation by having your staff ask 
a question. Coming up with questions that won’t result in 
a Yes-or-No answer will help you engage attendees. Your 
question doesn’t have to be about business. Ask about 
sports or food—use your imagination. Anything that starts 
a friendly interaction is helpful. 

4. Check-them-in
Once you’ve started a conversation, further engage attendees 
by checking them into your booth. Make sure you use a tool like 
Cvent’s Universal LeadCapture so that reps always check leads in 
versus dropping cards in their pocket.

5. Log, Qualify, & Score
Rather than trying to come up with questions on the spot, have four to 

five qualifying questions programmed into your lead capture system 
so your reps can rapidly log, qualify, and score. Make sure the tools are 

integrated so that data flow seamlessly into your CRM and MAP.

6. Tailor your demo to 
your target persona 

Demo on the prospect’s needs, not everything you 
know Also, prepare for common objections and 

questions. Make sure the sales team enters notes into 
your lead capture system so that all data are visible 

throughout your organization.

7. Score Prospect Lead Quality 
Do this directly into your lead capture system 
immediately after each attendee’s booth visit. 

We’ll cover a system to prioritize and follow-up 
with leads in the Postshow Follow-Up section.
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Postshow Follow-Up

Postshow follow-up is where you transform opportunities into 
dollars. It’s also where many  organizations fail to produce the 
return they deserve.  
 
Most leads generated at events are never contacted. 
 
What’s worse, most companies wait way too long to make its first  
attempt to call a lead. This is unfortunate because we know that 
the first company to present a solution usually wins the deal. 
 

We recommend a simple, three-tiered strategy to ensure timely, 
personalized, and relevant follow-up that will win more deals. 
 
The Ultimate Postshow Follow-Up Strategy 
 
Deploying this strategy is simple and seamless when using a lead 
retrieval tool in concert with your MAP and CRM.

Challenge - “We do more than 30 trade shows each year—if 
you’ve done these trade shows,  you know just getting the 
business cards back is the number one pain point.” Before 
adopting Universal LeadCapture, Sharon suffered through 
manual data entry. Leads got cold. No one was winning. 
 
Solution - Sharon and her Sales Director adopt Cvent’s Universal 
LeadCapture.  
 

CASE STUDY 
Saving 7 Hours Per Event with Universal Lead Capture 
Sharon Summers, Senior Marketing Manager for Events at CPA Global, shares her story.

Result - Sharon and her team saved more than 7 hours per 
event, and they reduced costs by  30 percent. She shared, “Cvent 
understands what Event Managers need and how important  
automation, metrics, saving time, proving ROI, and new 
technology are. The time savings that using Cvent technology has 
allowed me has been phenomenal. I don’t know why I haven’t 
been pushing for this before!

READ THE FULL CASE STUDY
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Optimize

Abraham Lincoln is famous for saying, “Give me six hours to 
chop down a tree and I will spend  the first four sharpening the 
axe.”  
 
Nowhere is the value of this axiom truer than in trade show 
planning. 
 

Using this tiered approach will help you realize the greatest ROI from your event.

Our strongest upside lies in our ability to analyze the 
effectiveness of our campaigns. The good news is that it becomes 
simple by putting the right systems in place.

LEAD TYPE D ESC RIP TION AC TION

A Leads Those who spoke to sales were 
actively qualified and are ready 
to have a sales conversation. 

Sales follows up directly within 
one day.

B Leads Those who spoke with sales or a  
field marketing rep and 
answered appropriately to at 
least 3 of our 4 qualification 
questions

E-mail to set up a sales 
appointment. Sales follows up 
as bandwidth allows.

C Leads All other leads. Receive topic-based nurture 
programs to provide additional value 
and guide prospects through their 
buyer’s journey, thus increasing  
their lead score and driving eventual  
engagement with sales. 
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Optimize Your Overarching Spend

On a quarterly, twice yearly, or yearly basis, review your overall 
budget allocation. Which events generated the largest return? 
Which did not meet expectations? Reallocate your budget to 
maximize the effectiveness of your overall spend.  
 

Get Recognized for Your Efforts

Sales is the lifeblood of every company. By clearly demonstrating 
that your events are driving sales and contributing to the overall 
business goals, you’ll be in an optimal position to get recognized 
(and rewarded) for your ROI.

Looking back at your critical KPIs, prepare reports to report on how the event performed. With all systems integrated, these reports will 
be easily accessible. As a recap, this will include the following:

Total number of 
appointments

Booth 
check-ins

Qualified 
leads

Opportunities 
created

Revenue 
generated

Return-on- 
investment

Report on the 6 Critical KPIs
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Get Recognized for Your ROI: 
Discover Cvent’s Trade Show Solutions

Want to learn more about Cvent’s Universal 
Appointments and Universal LeadCapture?

SCHEDULE A QUICK CHAT

https://www.cvent.com/en/event-marketing-management/trade-show-solutions?i_cid=asset_ec_na_Events_You_Attend_H2_Accelerator


Cvent Holding Corp. (Nasdaq: CVT), is a leading meetings, events, 
and hospitality technology provider with more than 4,700 
employees and approximately 21,000 customers worldwide. 
The comprehensive Cvent event marketing and management 
platform offers software solutions to event organizers and 
marketers for online event registration, venue selection, event 
marketing and management, virtual and onsite solutions, and 
attendee engagement. Cvent’s suite of products automate and 
simplify the event management process and maximize the impact 
of in-person, virtual, and hybrid events.

Learn More
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